Impossibly slim. Surprisingly powerful.

Beosound Emerge takes your music to places never imagined before. Elegant and ultra-slim, it fits in anywhere – from a bookshelf in the bedroom to a tight corner in the kitchen. And despite its size, it reaches you everywhere in the room with full-range, ultra-wide sound.

IMPORTANT FEATURES

هج Brings wireless sound experiences to smaller rooms in the home

घ Slimmest full-range speaker on the market, fits in anywhere

ह Revolutionary driver configuration for clear, room-filling sound

ह Ultra-wide soundstage for immersive audio at any position

ह Sophisticated design and high-quality, tactile materials

ह Part of Connected Speakers: connect more and play together
## BASIC

**Product dimensions L x H x D**  
25.5 x 16.5 x 6.7 cm

**Weight**  
- Gold Tone/Light Oak: 1.30 kg  
- Black Anthracite: 1.38 kg

## TECHNICAL

**Speaker drivers**  
1 x 4” woofer driver  
1 x 1.45” mid range driver  
1 x 0.6” tweeter

**Power Amplifiers**  
Non-clipped peak (W)  
- 1 x Class D at 60 W for woofer  
- 1 x Class D at 30 W for mid range  
- 1 x Class D at 30 W for tweeter

**Frequency Range**  
49 - 22,000 Hz

**Features**  
- Active Room Compensation  
- Beosonic  
- Bang & Olufsen Radio

**Microphones**  
Yes

## CONNECTIVITY

**Wireless Networks**  
- Wi-fi/WLAN  
  802.11 b/g/a/n/ac (2.4 GHz & 5 GHz)  
- Bluetooth type: 5.0

**Connections**  
- 1 x Ethernet 10/100 Mbit  
- 1 x Line-in/Optical combi-jack  
- 1 x Power via USB-C  
- 1 x Service port via micro USB

**Streaming Formats**  
- Chromecast built-in™  
- Apple AirPlay 2  
- Bluetooth audio streaming  
- Spotify Connect

**Voice Assistant**  
Google Assistant*

**Multiroom**  
Multiroom technologies from Apple AirPlay2 and Chromecast built-in™ are integrated and ready for you to create a connected speaker setup with Beosound Emerge.

*Google and Chromecast built-in are trademarks of Google LLC.

Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries.

## OTHER INFORMATION

**Designer**  
Benjamin Hubert of LAYER design

**Cord**  
Polymer USB-C power cord included.
GOLD TONE

Speaker front
Golden fabric by Kvadrat

Base
Gold Tone aluminium

Speaker side panel
Light Oak

BLACK ANTHRACITE

Speaker front
Black Anthracite aluminium

Base
Black Anthracite aluminium

Speaker side panel
Black Anthracite Polymer
A compact WiFi home speaker

**COPY BLOCKS**

**5 words:**
A compact WiFi home speaker.

**10 words:**
A compact WiFi home speaker that makes a big impression.

**25 words:**
Compact WiFi home speaker that makes a big impression. Beosound Emerge fits in anywhere and reaches you everywhere in the room with full-range, ultra-wide sound.

**50 words:**
A compact WiFi home speaker that makes a big impression. Beosound Emerge fits in anywhere and reaches you everywhere in the room with full-range, ultra-wide sound. A revolutionary driver configuration delivers crystal-clear audio quality that adapts based on the room you’re in – all from an elegant, tactile, ultra-slim profile. Each speaker is built for beauty and longevity, using high-quality materials such as aluminium, polymer and natural wood. The perfect choice to extend music to smaller rooms such as kitchens and bedrooms. Beosound Emerge can also be added to your Connected Speakers setup so you can listen throughout your home.

**100 words:**
A compact WiFi home speaker that makes a big impression. Beosound Emerge fits in anywhere and reaches you everywhere in the room with full-range, ultra-wide sound. A revolutionary driver configuration delivers crystal-clear audio quality that adapts based on the room you’re in – all from an elegant, tactile, ultra-slim profile. Each speaker is built for beauty and longevity, using high-quality materials such as aluminium, polymer and natural wood. The perfect choice to extend music to smaller rooms such as kitchens and bedrooms. Beosound Emerge can also be added to your Connected Speakers setup so you can listen throughout your home.

**KEY SELLING POINTS**

**Full-range, ultra-wide sound**
A revolutionary driver configuration brings full range, ultra-wide sound to your entire room – sound that is always crystal clear. Music is projected 180 degrees, with deep low-end from an integrated bass port at the back. Tuned by Bang & Olufsen engineers, the sound automatically adjusts to compensate for the space, ensuring flawless delivery at all times.

**Slim form that fits in anywhere**
Minimal in design and inspired by the compact form factor of a book, Beosound Emerge fits in anywhere – whether discreetly tucked away or prominently on display. It is an interior object more than a piece of technology. It’s the slimmest full-range speaker on the market, built to extend sound without taking up space.

**Tactile materials of the finest quality**
Beosound Emerge stands proud on a high-grade, pearl-blasted aluminium frame. It’s complemented by either rich wood or black anthracite polymer that wraps around the sides – materials picked for their distinctive look, feel and function. The front is finished with soft fabric or an aluminium grill. Everything’s brought together in a way that plays to the senses and is built to last.

**Expand your music experience**
Beosound Emerge is designed to fill a small room with clear sound. You can add greater depth and space to your experience in two ways: add Emerge to your Connected Speakers setup and enjoy music throughout your home, or easily stereo pair Emerges together for stereo listening sessions.